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Abstract—This paper presents a management platform re-

ferred to as the Morphable Applications Platform (MAP) that
supports the deployment and management of applications on a
multi-cloud. Specifically, MAPs support two dimensions of adap-
tation not addressed previously: application-informed request
routing and transposition across clouds. Specifically, a cluster is
automatically moved from one datacenter to a second datacenter
without service interruption and while preserving its state. A
MAP represents the creation of a personal cloud fabric across
a set of cloud providers. We have implemented a MAP on the
public cloud and used it to deploy and manage an application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing – particularly the provisioning of
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) where computation and stor-
age resources are provided on-demand – is believed to offer
potential benefits such as increased ability to scale, lower
total cost of ownership (TCO), and the potential to improve
availability. These resources are acquired on demand from a
third-party (the public cloud), or can be managed within an
organization in private data centers (the private cloud)1.

Transitioning to a multi-cloud environment is the subject
of research interest [1]–[3]. We identified two open research
questions around the move to a multi-cloud. First, in order
to take advantage of this environment, management decisions
should be applied cross-provider; for example, the ability to
dynamically move application clusters among a set providers
as dictated by business requirements. The current accepted so-
lution to this problem involves a complex workflow, including
at least the allocation of new resources and the termination
of existing resources, which does not necessarily maintain
application state and is typically performed manually.

Second, deploying an application that spans multiple
providers has the potential to increase charges if bandwidth
usage is poorly planned. It is imperative to make more
sophisticated (e.g., application-level) choices with regards to
traffic routing, at the level of handling application requests.
Automatic intelligent application-informed request traffic man-
agement reduces the impact of cross-provider traffic, which is
charged at a higher rate than traffic internal to a datacenter.

The objective of our work was to develop a methodology
and platform for deploying and managing a dynamically
scalable application to a set of cloud providers, that above-and-
beyond standard deployment and management features should
enable the dynamic movement of a running application from
one cloud to another in an on-demand fashion in addition to
facilitating intelligent traffic management.

1IaaS provider and cloud provider will be used interchangeably for the
remainder of this paper.

We achieved our research objective via the design and
implementation of a platform referred to as the Morphable
Applications Platform (MAP). One of the key features of a
MAP is transposition2, Figure 1, in which we move portions of
whole applications across cloud providers without interrupting
application service while preserving application state. A trans-
position algorithm was defined and implemented in prototype
form.

Application-informed request routing enables the appli-
cation to directly influence routing decisions. For example,
requests may be routed based on geography, lowest latency,
common backbone providers, load, or even based on the par-
ticular functions or features offered at one site but not another.
An Application Routing Service is included in the platform pro-
totype that provides a generic mechanism, facilitated through
the use of plugins, to route traffic based on application-specific
context. This general solution can be used to reduce costs
associated with transposition by routing incoming requests
over the cheapest available network connection.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. § II
describes the basic function of a MAP, in particular how cross-
provider management is achieved. § III introduces the trans-
position operation on a MAP and provides a brief description
of its implementation and a brief overview of an experiment
to verify its efficacy. § IV introduces our general, application-
informed request routing framework and briefly introduces a
case study. § V discusses open problems and further work. The
paper concludes in § VI.

II. MORPHABLE APPLICATIONS ON THE MULTI-CLOUD

Morphable applications are capable of both flexibility
(adding/removing components, re-arranging organization of
components) and mobility (spanning multiple providers, mov-
ing freely among providers and datacenters). A Morphable
Applications Platform (MAP) imbues run-time scalable ap-
plications with these properties, deploying the application to
enable morphing operations (e.g. add node, transpose, repli-
cate, delete) and then generating and executing workflows for
the operations. It manages requests sent to the application
via an Application Routing Service (ARS) that manages the
distribution of incoming requests to the best application ingress
point.

Figure 1 shows a high-level view of a morphable appli-
cation being managed by a MAP. The application is orga-
nized into clusters, comprised of nodes that work together
to provide application functionality. Each node consists of an
outer instance (the instance provided by the cloud provider,

2We borrow the meaning of the word transpose from musical notation
in which it means to ”. . . write or play (music) in a different key from the
original”: http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/transpose.
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denoted as filled rounded rectangles) and a nested (inner)
instance over which the MAP has full control (running the
actual service, denoted with an abstract server image). In
this case, a cluster consists of a load balancer and a set of
application servers. One or more clusters are deployed to one
or more datacenters from one or more providers; in this case,
one cluster per one datacenter for two providers (with one
cluster shown mid-transposition to a third provider; this and
the other operations will be described in §III). The nodes in
each cluster are connected by virtual channels (not shown).
Each provider has an application routing component (top right
of each provider) that routes incoming requests in coordination
with the application routing service in the private datacenter
(Section IV).

Supporting services are hosted in a private datacenter. A
central datastore is used, as well as a central DNS service for
load-balancing between the two clusters. The ARS coordinates
routing decisions with the provider- and cluster-level routing
components. The controller makes decisions and executes
workflows, using an image store to manage available images.

To achieve the vision shown in Figure 1, in addition to the
contributions described in this paper existing techniques must
be deployed to enable cross-provider application management.
At a low-level technical perspective, the differences in cloud
providers accrue quickly, making transferring existing data,
workflows, and configurations (like images, scaling policies,
DNS entries...) to other providers difficult. Absent provider
support, the ability to overcome boundaries is limited by the
surrender of some control over the infrastructure required
when using IaaS. The goal is to unify the base platform to
which an application is deployed by using technology that adds
abstraction or restores control. For example, virtual channels
(e.g. VPNs) enable network configurations not natively sup-
ported by all providers (for example, maintaining a private
IP even after moving an instance to another cloud provider,
or multicasting). Abstraction layers3 hide API differences and
cloud metadata services (e.g. CloudHarmony.com or Cloudy-
Metrics.com [4]) help understand the available resources.
Cloud brokers [3] enable cross-provider allocation and low-
level management of IaaS resources. Cross-provider federated
monitoring of heterogeneous resources unifying metrics [5].

A valuable technique for abstraction is nested virtualization
(e.g. [6]), the use of virtualization by an already virtualized
resources. With two virtualization layers, a hypervisor running
on bare-metal manages virtual machines that themselves run
hypervisors (containers) with their own set of virtual machines.
Xen-Blanket [7] allows nested virtualization on public cloud
providers running Xen as a hypervisor (which includes Ama-
zon EC2 and Rackspace Cloud).

Nested virtualization provides control over the nested VMs,
including the ability to pause and migrate, and a measure of
provider-independence as the images for the nested VM (which
contain applications) are provider-independent [7]–[9]. It does
impose some overhead depending on the operation (3% to 10%
on real processing tasks in [6], [7]).

As the starting point for implementing the MAP, we used
the Wrapt architecture, a realization of the AERIE reference

3E.g., Deltacloud. http://deltacloud.apache.org/
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Fig. 1: Transposition of a cluster (dashed lines) from one
provider to another in the multi-cloud.

architecture [10]. Wrapt allows application developers to de-
ploy applications to the cloud without migration effort through
the use of nested virtualization and virtual channels to provide
an isolated, available, protected, cross-provider environment.
Though we introduce enough of the platform to understand
our implementation, the full benefits of the Wrapt architecture
are not described here.

We used the existing implementation of the Wrapt archi-
tecture as the basis for our proof-of-concept implementations
for the contributions described in this paper. Of particular rel-
evance is the nested virtualization, which uses QEMU version
0.14.1 abstracted with virsh version 0.9.2. A guest QEMU
image was created and stored on an encrypted partition. The
operating system for the guest image was Ubuntu 11.10 64 bit,
and it was configured to run J2EE applications with a default
installation of Apache Server version 2.2.20, Tomcat version
6.32 and mysql 5.1.61. The load balancer ran Apache Server
version 2.2.20 as a reverse proxy, and distributes requests
among application server instances evenly. The central DNS
service was lbcd version 3.30 [11]. All nodes and clusters
are connected by VPN channels (OpenVPN 2.2.0). An au-
tomation solution was used [12] which provided the ability
to both deploy and manage the runtime of the application. In
this architecture, the supporting services and a database are
deployed to a private domain while deploying web clusters to
the public cloud.

III. TRANSPOSE, DELETE AND REPLICATE

One of the benefits of deploying application on clouds
is elasticity. There is interest in designing mechanisms to
effectively implement an application’s elasticity policy [13] at
runtime. However, it is also desirable to move from one cloud
to another in various use cases:

• A hurricane is forecast to impact the Eastern seaboard
of the United States, causing flooding and widespread
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power outages. Proactive cloud users move their run-
ning application to other data centers in advance
without downtime; reactive cloud users want to move
their running application without loss of state before
the bucket brigade transporting fuel to the generator
is exhausted4.

• A game development company wants to move their
game engine from a beta site to the public cloud
without disturbing the current players.

• An application running on Amazon EC2 attempts to
reduce costs by dynamically jumping from one set of
spot instances to another5.

• A professor returning from sabbatical requires that a
long running experiment he began running while away
must be completed locally without interruption.

• A large research project6 envisions future clouds as
a tiered federation in which the lowest level of the
tier is geographically close to the user and to which
an application may move to improve performance
characteristics.

At present, this operation is challenging at best and im-
possible at worst, without automated solutions, and may be
an obstacle to cloud adoption [14]. An important feature of
a MAP is to provide a solution to this problem, resulting in
the introduction of the capability referred to as transposition,
Figure 1. We also include the following cluster-level manage-
ment capabilities for completeness: graceful-delete, delete and
replicate. This full set of capabilities allows an application
deployed on a MAP to be highly flexible and mobile, creating
a personal cloud fabric across the entire set of providers.

Delete Operations A cluster of an application deployed
on a MAP can be deleted in one of two ways: graceful or
forced. The delete operation may be performed as long as the
availability property of the deployed application is maintained.
Specifically, this means that there must exist two or more
clusters currently deployed7.

The delete operation proceeds as follows. In the case of
a graceful delete operation, verification must be made that all
requests have completed. At this point, a termination signal is
sent to each node of the cluster. Alternatively, in the case of
delete no request for verification is made and the termination
signals sent immediately to all nodes in the cluster. Note that
to verify the completion of all requests a monitoring subsystem
is consulted.

Replicate Operation The replicate operation takes
as parameters the cluster to be replicated (including
all relevant metadata; e.g., clusterID, clusterName,
location), the destination (either within the current cloud
or another cloud entirely), and the image for the particular
cloud provider to which the cluster is being deployed (from
which an instance can be created).

4http://status.squarespace.com
5Spot instances are offered at a reduced price, based in part on customer

bids; however, they may be terminated abruptly.
6http://savinetwork.ca
7To fully remove a deployed application the undeploy operation must be

used.

The operation proceeds as follows. For each member node
of the cluster a virtual machine is instantiated at the destination
based on the image. The virtual machine is configured identi-
cally to the source node including its nested virtual machine if
applicable. The set of newly initialized nodes is then organized
into a cluster. The new cluster then registers with the ARS
indicating its availability for traffic.

Transposition Operation Through the transposition op-
eration, the indicated cluster is moved spatially from one
location to another. An important aspect of this operation is
that it is continuous in nature (i.e., no explicit re-start command
is ever issued). Further, the internal state of the cluster is fully
preserved and no service interruption occurs. The main criteria
that facilitates the successful execution of this operation is the
logical de-coupling of physical resources and logical resources.
More precisely, the use of virtual channels allows us to set up
private addressing scheme that relates the nodes in a single
cluster, and a container that allows for live VM migration
allows preservation of state (§II).

A transposition requires the same information as the repli-
cate operation: cluster, destination, image. It produces a new
cluster in the destination. We assume that a transposition
operation triggers an event to be raised by which deployed
management policy [15], [16] sets could be dynamically ad-
justed. For example, different policies may need to be active
on different providers to achieve a similar goal. A high-level
view of this process is presented in Algorithm 1.

The idea motivating shutting down the elasticity policy
(line 2) on related management domains acts as a guard against
adding/removing resources in an interval of uncertainty8 to
eliminate thrashing in terms of resource acquisition and re-
lease. Following the notification to the ARS (line 3) all traffic
is stopped. As described in §IV, when we notify the ARS
about the completion of the transposition operation (line 13)
the ARS must clear its cache of request routes.

It is important to note that the application of the replication
operation to an application cluster on a MAP followed by a
graceful delete operation on the original cluster allows for an
operation that is not equivalent to transposition. The runtime
state that is maintained during a transposition operation is lost
when performed in this combination.

A. Implementation

A J2EE application that we have worked with previously
[17] was deployed on a MAP, which is implemented as an
extension of the Wrapt prototype as described in Section II.
We deployed the MAP to two datacenters: us-east-1 (east) and
us-west-1 (west). An active elasticity policy for the application
server tier was established with thresholds on the mean CPU
utilization across the application tier. When the mean CPU
exceeded 65 an increase of two nodes was applied. Alterna-
tively, when the mean CPU fell below 30 a decrease of one
node was applied. Traffic was generated and directed at the
application’s URL. The traffic pattern was based on a modified
subset of the FIFA workload information [18]. Following
two autoscaling events transposition is initiated on the cluster

8Notice, that this is a policy decision that we recommend but it is not
mandatory to the algorithm.
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm used by the Autonomic Man-
ager to transpose an application cluster across a set of
clouds on a MAP.

Input: in-cluster, image, destination
Output: out-cluster

1 begin
2 Shut down elasticity policy for related management

domains (optional)
3 Notify the ARS about the in-cluster to be transposed to

the corresponding destination cloud
4 Wait for the cluster to finish all initiated requests
5 foreach virtual machine instance n ∈ in-cluster do
6 Instantiate a virtual machine instance d based on the

image on the destination cloud
7 Configure all infrastructural services on virtual

machine instance d
8 Live-migrate specified processes from node n to d
9 Terminate virtual machine instance n

10 Add virtual machine instance d to out-cluster
11 end
12 Test for successful transposition of the out-cluster
13 Notify the ARS about the completion of the Transposition

process
14 Turn elasticity policy back on for related domains

(optional see above)
15 end

deployed on the eastern data center with the west datacenter
as the target. We then tested application functionality before
triggering a transposition. Service was maintained and the
elasticity policy was temporarily disabled. After completion,
the cluster originally on the east datacenter was located on the
west datacenter with full function and preserved state, which
we verified by inspecting a special status page. The detailed
experimental results are omitted due to space limitations.

B. Related Work

Application transposition moves running application
topologies among different clouds or datacenters, as require-
ments and/or workloads change. Migration is important [19]
but existing work is at a low level of abstraction, enabling live-
migration of individual guest VMs when one has hypervisor
access, or process migration based on checkpointing [20]. We
have increased the level of abstraction, exploring the automated
migration of large complex application topologies composed
of multiple processes with defined roles (eg, application server)
and relationships across multiple cloud infrastructures. The
transposition implementation demonstrated the feasibility of
our approach, transposing without service interruption and
while persisting application state. The Oracle 12c Pluggable
Database feature is a potential approach to achieve for data
what we have achieved for the application runtime; we intend
to extend this work to include transposing data and will explore
various approaches.

IV. APPLICATION-INFORMED REQUEST ROUTING

As described in the previous sections, application-informed
request routing allows the management of requests in a multi-
provider environment. In particular, the MAP has an Appli-
cation Routing Service which gives the application control
over which clusters receive which types of requests. Rather

than expending effort ensuring there is a complete and ac-
curate picture of the global state available to all nodes, we
describe a dynamic, zero-sharing, scalable infrastructure for
routing incoming application requests to the “best” application
ingress point, for customizable definitions of “best” (perhaps
geographical load balancing for static and dynamic content, or
balancing to a cluster that provides translation to a particular
language, or to a cluster with functions or features not offered
at another site).

This section describes application-informed request routing
in general, and provides a case study describing how this
general approach has been used to reduce network traffic
expenses in a cloud environment.

A. Application Routing Service

The Application Routing Service (ARS) implements
application-informed request routing through a set of com-
ponents and an algorithm for correctly routing incoming
requests. The client is the end user of the application(s),
sending requests to the application URI. A coordinator serves
as the first point of contact for new clients, responsible
for directing clients to the correct application ingress point
(AIP). There may be multiple application clusters in multiple
datacenters, each capable of providing application services,
each accepting requests through its respective AIP. Similarly
there may be many coordinators. Every AIP is associated
with at least one councillor; collectively, the councillors act
as information brokers, intermediaries between the coordina-
tors and application ingress points. Finally, query routers are
connected in a networking lattice connecting them to other
query routers and to a set of coordinators and to a set of
councillors. The query router transmits requests between each
{coordinator,councillor} pair as needed, and passes requests
for other councillors to neighbouring routers. This ensures
there are always multiple pathways between any two nodes,
while adding logical separation of reliable message passing
from the core request routing functions. It allows the compo-
nents to be organized without global state; each component
knows only which components are connected to them, plus
any temporarily cached information. An overview of these
components is shown in Figure 2 in a specific implementation,
where the query routers are logically grouped in the councillor
(C) nodes.

Certain deployment-specific decisions must be made when
deploying the request-routing infrastructure. First, application
traffic routing rules enable councillors to determine which
associated AIP is a suitable choice to process a given request.
What defines suitability depends on what the application is
attempting to optimize, which can be simply (e.g. load) or
complex (e.g. is the requested feature is available at the local
application cluster). Second, a static application routing policy
must be provided to the coordinator, which specifies a default
request route that may not be optimal but is functional.

Given this set of components, an infrastructure is first
assembled using a mix of discovery protocols and guided com-
position via a management framework. The query routers are
assembled in a lattice by the framework. When councillors and
coordinators are deployed, they are associated with a particular
query router. They contact that query router and provide basic
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Fig. 2: Application-aware request routing; councillors and
query routers (C) and AIPs (A) work with a coordinator to
provide routing information to clients.

metadata information regarding what requests should be routed
to them, etc. They will re-send this information periodically,
or when asked to do so by a query router. Each has an ID; two
(or more) coordinators/councillors with the same ID will have
requests balanced between (among) them. When an application
is deployed, it is associated with a councillor; it contacts this
councillor to provide it with metadata.

Request routing (illustrated in Figure 2) proceeds as fol-
lows:

1. The client creates and sends a request. If only the appli-
cation URI is known, the request is sent to that URI. If the
best application ingress point for this client is cached at the
client (optional), it sends a request directly; after a timeout,
it defaults to sending to the general application URI.

2. Requests arrive at the coordinator. If a route is cached
at the coordinator, the request is forwarded to the correct
application ingress point. If a route is not cached, the
coordinator first evaluates whether it is the best coordinator
for that client (for example, the client may be better served
by a coordinator in the same datacenter). If it is not, a
redirect is sent to the client; if it is, processing proceeds.
The coordinator formulates a Route Query (RQ) providing
the parameters of the client request, and passes it to the
query router asking that all councillors be sent the RQ.

3. The query router passes the RQ to any councillor com-
ponents, and to any attached query routers. This repeats
iteratively, with duplicates dropped. The RQ propagates
through the networking lattice to all councillors in the
infrastructure.

4. Upon receipt of the RQ, each councillor executes the ap-
plication traffic routing rules to determine if any of the local
application ingress points are suitable points for this request.
If yes, it sends a response to the query router providing the
AIP. If no, it sends nothing. In some implementations, the
councillor may also send weights, balancing information,
and the length of time for which this information is valid
(TTL). If a councillor is overloaded, it may ignore incoming
RQs.

5. The query router passes Route Responses to all coordina-
tors. Coordinators who did not send an RQ may cache this
information in case they are later contacted by a similar
client.

6. The originating coordinator waits for responses for a fixed
length of time, then chooses from the responses received
(either based on the provided weights if implemented, or
otherwise a load-balanced approach like round-robin). If

no responses are received, the static application routing
policy is used to identify the default route. The selected
application ingress point is cached. The coordinator may
send the original request to the chosen AIP on behalf of the
client and return the result (when client caching is not in
use), or send a redirect to the client for caching.

If the application environment changes, caches must be
cleared (for this reason, client caches should have low TTL).
In the event of application transposition (§III), the caches may
be preserved partially, depending on the workflow generated
for the transposition.

This organization of components offers several useful bene-
fits. Each component is stateless and has no unique knowledge.
This provides fault-tolerance. A failed coordinator will simply
stop receiving requests, and requests will be processed by
other coordinators. A failed query router will be routed around
using the networking lattice. A failed councillor prompts the
application ingress points to either launch a new councillor
or to register with another existing councillor. No shared
state or central coordination also ensures no single point
of bottlenecking/failure. Multiple coordinators will share the
handling of incoming requests. Routers can be organized in
clusters, where requests from the associated components go
to only one router in the cluster. Councillors can similarly
be organized into clusters, with the router balancing incoming
requests among the cluster members.

B. Case study

We implemented the key components of application-
informed request routing and added them to our MAP imple-
mentation, which we then deployed to Amazon EC2 distributed
across regions (us-east-1 and us-west-1). A set of application
traffic routing rules was defined based on a business-to-
business (B2B) data transfer use case, designed to minimize
network traffic costs by routing traffic from one business’s
cloud resources on local networks to the cloud resources of
the second business, where possible. We then implemented
the steps described previously using a pluggable infrastructure
developed in Java, and deployed a J2EE application as the
server in the client-server interaction. We generated workload
to send to this application based on the FIFA workload
information [18] scaled down to not overload our application
tier. We used a custom monitor [5] to measure whether traffic
was sent on the private (free) or public (expensive) network,
and determined that our approach resulted in cost savings for
the provider, correctly routing network traffic to the low-cost
network when possible. The detailed experimental results are
omitted due to space limitations.

C. Related Work

Intelligent network routing is a well-known research topic
and there have been many different approaches proposed to
address it (eg, DiffServ [21], MPLS [22] and NGSON [23]).
Most approaches address routing on physical networks. The
intelligent routing problem has now been shifted into a novel
context, namely clouds. NGSON [23] is positioned between
end users and cloud providers and focuses on traffic delivery
outside of the cloud. The intra/inter-cloud routing problem
is unaddressed; the lack of knowledge about the underlying
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infrastructure and the lack of direct control mechanisms ne-
cessitates a re-imagining of the problem and a novel solution.
Our approach enables cost savings and performance improve-
ments by making use of application-level request routing. (For
example, routing requests over the Amazon private network
can reduce bandwidth charges.) Other optimizations can be
implemented using our generalized application informed rout-
ing methodology.

V. DISCUSSION

Based on our experience designing and implementing a
MAP, we have identified several areas that merit further
investigation.

Image management: One of the most important open
problems for spanning cloud providers is image management.
Creating images from which to launch instances is a time-
consuming process that must be performed for each cloud
provider, and often for each region of each cloud provider.
Updates to these images are similarly complex. Preliminary
work in [6], [10] demonstrates the use of nested virtualiza-
tion, which mitigates this problem, though the outer instance
running the nested hypervisor suffers from the same issues.

Pattern-based adaptation: A common approach to man-
aging complex systems is self-adaptive runtime manage-
ment [24], which will change the deployment from what the
deployer specified to what the adaptive system calculates is
necessary to meet business objectives. The ongoing drift of
realized systems from high-level models is a known problem
in software engineering [25]. It merits further study in this
context. We suspect that future adaptive systems may address
this problem by adapting at the model level, translating these
model-level changes to the realized system.

Hierarchical clouds: Our application-informed request
routing enables the use of request routing to bring users to
a “local” cloud: one with lower latency, geographic relevance,
and/or reduced bandwidth charges. Another approach to this
problem involves the hierarchical composition of clouds, with
the lowest level of the hierarchy local to the user. Applications
deployed to the hierarchical cloud can be migrated among the
tiers depending on the application and user requirements and
the resource constraints at each tier. Cloud providers have data
centers in different geographic regions, so the ordering of the
tiers may vary based on the location of the region; for example,
a client in Dallas would see a Rackspace cloud tier as “local”,
whereas a client in southern Maine would be closest to the
Amazon Eastern US cloud tier.

Bursting in nested virtualization: Cloud bursting refers
to the temporary allocation of cloud resources in response
to non-permanent increases in workload. The use of nested
virtualization offers an approach to cloud bursting: because
VMs are typically allocated to physical hosts without over-
provisioning, physical hosts with idle VMs have spare capacity
that could be temporarily deployed to assist an overloaded
application.

Cross-provider networking: When deploying a multi-
cloud, it is important to understand the network links among
the datacenters involved, including capacity, speed, and con-
gestion. Traffic on the public internet will not compare to node-
to-node traffic inside a datacenter, but important differences in

backbone internet service providers can impact cross-provider
performance. For example, our anecdotal testing shows that a
Rackspace datacenter in Dallas has higher transfer speeds to
the Amazon US East datacenter (1.99 M/s) than to the Amazon
North California datacenter (1.60 M/s), despite being within
a few hundred kilometres of equidistant from both. Further
exploration of these issues are required.

Addition of a merge operation: It was observed in our
transposition implementation, that following transposition two
independent clusters were running on the west datacenter
simultaneously. One cluster had much higher mean CPU
utilization than the other. This disproportionate utilization of
resources occurred because both clusters have a different num-
ber of nodes. This suggests a need for additional operations
on MAPs. For example, it may make sense to have a merge
operation that will allow for consolidation of a pair of clusters.

Limitations: In the current implementation of our proto-
type we utilize QEMU as a container to achieve our uniformity
requirement. Unfortunately, our version of QEMU has several
performance limitations. a) it is single threaded, b) there are
incompatibilities (especially live migration) between various
versions c) it incurs a high CPU load on boot-up. Our prototype
is designed to be flexible (i.e., it utilizes virsh) which allows
for alternative containers to be used (e.g., XenBlanket).

While our experiments are run across two regions (i.e.,
multiple datacenters) they are still only run within one
provider’s domain (i.e., Amazon). However, the management
framework we use is capable of cross-provider resource al-
location [3], and our use of nested virtualization allows our
application layers to be platform independent [7].

Our approach requires that no hard dependency exists
between the pair of clusters involved in a transposition opera-
tion9. For situations where this dependency exists a potential
solution is to combine the pair into a single super-cluster and
then perform the transposition on a pair of super-clusters.

Applications which include clusters whose member nodes
have hard-realtime requirements cannot be transposed.

While presently our work assumes that all clusters are
identical in functionality, the algorithms are sufficiently generic
and experimenting with heterogeneous clusters is an interesting
and likely avenue of future research. We also assumed all
nodes in a cluster are deployed to a single cloud provider;
interesting research problems arise when this requirement is
relaxed.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a management platform MAP
that supports application adaptation on multi-clouds. This is
a significant contribution and step forward as MAPs offer
the creation of a personal cloud fabric across a set of cloud
providers. Specifically, their novel contributions are that they
support adaptive management along two dimensions of adap-
tation: application-informed request routing and transposition
across clouds.

9An example of this may be two databases in a high-availability mode.
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